PLAYER STATISTICS

1. Height _______ ft. _______ in.
2. Male _____ Female _____
3. Right handed _______ Left Handed _______
4. Current Handicap or average 18 hole score __________
5. Do you have any physical limitations when you swing a golf club?
   YES _______ NO _______ If YES, explain __________________________
6. What size grip do you use?
   ____ 1/64 undersize   ____ Standard   ____ 1/64 oversize   ____ 1/32 oversize
   ____ 3/64 oversize   ____ 1/16 oversize   ____ Don’t know
7. If you wear a golf glove, what size do you where?
   ____ Small   ____ Medium Cadet (shorter fingers)   ____ Medium   ____ Medium Large Cadet
   ____ Medium Large   ____ Large Cadet   ____ Large   ____ XL
8. When you grip your golf club in you upper hand (left hand for right-handed player, right hand for left handed player) like the illustration below, your middle two fingers:
   ____ Do not touch heel portion of the palm
   ____ Barley touch heel portion of palm
   ____ Dig into heel portion of palm

PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS

DRIVER

9. What is the current model/brand driver you play? _______________ Don’t know _____
10. What is the loft of your current driver?
    ____ 8°   ____ 8.5°   ____ 9°   ____ 9.5°   ____ 10°   ____ 10.5°   ____ 11°
    ____ 11.5°   ____ 12°   ____ 12.5°   ____ 13°   ____ Other   ____ Don’t Know
11. What is the shaft flex in your current driver? _______________ Don’t know _____
12. What is the club length of your current driver? _______________ Don’t know _____
13. How often do you hit your driver solid (in the center of the face)?
    ____ 10%   ____ 25%   ____ 50%   ____ 75%   ____ 100%   ____ Don’t know
14. What is your preferred shaft material in your Driver?
    ____ Steel   ____ Graphite   ____ No preference
15. What is your average driving distance?
    Carry distance ___________ Total carry and roll distance ___________ Don’t know __________
16. With your driver, do you have a specific tendency to: (more than one choice acceptable)
    ____ Top it   ____ Push it   ____ Sky it   ____ Slice it   ____ Hit it low   ____ Straight, but unsolid hit
    ____ Pull it   ____ Very Inconsistent   ____ Hook it   ____ Don’t Know